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Newsletter September 2017
Get Ready for our Fundraising Luncheon 2017!
The annual Autism NT Fundraising Luncheon will be
happening next month on October 28th at Rydges
Palmerston. It will be a day full of laughter and
merriment, entertainment and discovery to enjoy,
whilst helping us celebrate 15 years of Autism NT.

Shop 19
159 Dick Ward Drive
Coconut Grove, NT 0810

PO Box 94
Nightcliff, NT 0814
Phone: (08) 8948 4424
E-mail:
autismnt@autismnt.org.au

Find us on
Facebook!
@AutismNorthern

Entertainment this year will be hilarious, with
Drag NT entertaining us through the event. This
year guest speaker Nathan Vale talks about his
life on the Spectrum and gives an insight to
being an adult on the Autism Spectrum.
Add that to the 1 hour drinks package, buffet lunch and both
live auction and silent auction and it will be a fantastic day!
Tickets are on sale now—just go to

www.trybooking.com/285670

TerritoryntInc

Committee 2016/2017
Cherie Vance -Chair
Deanna Francis -Vice Chair
Debby Mauger -Public Officer
Peter Allen -Treasurer
Mark Owens -Secretary
Ordinary Committee members

Jacqueline O’Reilly
Arnie Lay
Leanne Jenik
Victoria Argent
Susie Wright

Events coming up in 2017
25th September - Palmerston parent/carers group

18th October - Strong Kids group starts

26th September - Positive Partnerships Katherine

19th October - Minecraft Darwin group starts

11th October - Darwin parent/carer support group

21st October - Youth group starts

16th October - Minecraft Palmerston group starts

24th October - Teacher information evening

17th October - Minecraft Darwin group starts

28th October - Autism NT Fundraising Luncheon

Check on our Facebook page or website for more details.
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Sensory Processing, making sense of the world.
Sensory Processing Disorder (SPD) is a complex neurological condition that impairs functional skills in children
and adults. Often people on the Autism Spectrum have SPD, although SPD can also be diagnosed without ASD.
While children (and adults) can appear quirky or particular in their likes and dislikes, they can be so severely
effected by their sensory preferences that it interferes in their everyday life.
People with SPD misinterpret everyday sensory information that their senses collect such as sounds, touch and
movement. They may become overwhelmed by sensory information and avoid certain experiences or situations,
or conversely, they may seek out sensory input. This is referred to as being either Hypersensitive (over reactive
or sensory avoidance) to Hyposensitive (under reactive, sensory seeker). They may also present with motor
skills problems, react with strong emotional behaviours that others struggle to understand the over reaction to a
situation, or they may experience meltdowns.
Sensations from hearing, vision, taste, smell, touch, pressure and movement
provide input in to the brain, which is then organised by the brain. The
richness of the sensory environment and the interactive experience of the
individual within the environment contribute to how the brain processes the
information. When there is a sensory processing dysfunction, the brain
does not process or organise the flow of sensory impulses in a way to give
precise information about what is being experienced or the world around
them. As a result, learning in an environment can be difficult, or the person
starts to feel very uncomfortable and may start to have difficulty coping with the additional stress from mixed
input. These mixed signals often result in behavioural and regulation difficulties.
Below are examples of sensory difficulties that people experience;
Hypersensitivities to sensory input may include;
 Extreme responses to, or fear of sudden high pitched, loud or metallic noises like flushing toilets, hand dryers,
clanking cutlery or other noises that seem inoffensive to others.
 May notice and/or be distracted by background noises that others don’t seem to hear.
 Fearful of surprise touch, avoids hugs and cuddling, even from family members and familiar adults.
 Seems fearful of crowds or avoids standing close proximity to others.
 Doesn’t enjoy games of tag and/or is not happy with being touched.
 Overly fearful of climbing of and/or overly fearful or swings and playground equipment.
Hyposensitivity's to sensory input may include;
 A constant need to touch people or textures, even when not appropriate.
 Doesn’t understand personal space, even at the age where there peers understand the concept.
 Clumsy or uncoordinated movements.
 An extremely high tolerance of pain, or indifference to pain.
 Doesn’t understand their own strength , can hurt animals and other people without realising.
 May be very fidgety and unable to sit still, enjoys movement activities such as swinging, spinning and jumping
 Appears to be a “thrill seeker” and can be dangerous at times.
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Supporting someone with Sensory Processing Disorder.
Sensory Processing Disorder (SPD) is not recognised as a separate diagnosis according to the DSM5, although it is
often diagnosed with ASD, ADHD and other neurological conditions. It is possible to have a diagnosis of SPD on
it’s own, however it is not recognised in funding streams by Medicare.
By teaching coping strategies, undergoing therapies and helping with executive functioning skills (these are the
skills of paying attention, organising and planning, initiating tasks and staying focussed on them, regulating
emotions and self monitoring or keeping track of what you’re doing), people with SPD can learn become less
sensitive to outside stimulation, be enabled to become better at executive functioning and reduce the sensory
seeking activities. This is something that is done over time and with support, and often this can cause frustrations
at both home and school as children forget a routine that is practiced every day.
 Create a visual schedule.
Visual schedules are great for kids that need to just be refocused. It doesn’t have to be fancy,
and for older children you can use words as the schedule. Photo’s of actual areas such as teeth
brushing or bedroom mean so much more to the child as they have meaning. Using a
whiteboard is great as you can change what they do, or you can laminate a sheet with what
they need to complete so that they can tick it off. Getting the child involved will help give the
child ownership over the schedule. An example is for my son and his morning checklist before
school. He wanted to put in “Have a cheeky look on my computer” as one of the points he
ticked off, and he understands this won’t happen unless all the other points are checked first.
He now dresses and showers much more quickly so that he can fit it all in!
 Join a support group
Whether online or local, connecting with people on the same journey is very
beneficial. Having someone that understands, and you can talk honestly to,
makes you feel less alone. Having a friend you can relax and you don’t feel
judged is liberating!
 Do your own research and try your own solutions
Find out what works for you and your family. OT’s are great when it comes to sensory issues, but you will have
to live with it every day. Find your own routine, read up on topics and be ready when changes happen.
 Consider your own sensory needs
We all have sensory needs. There are sounds, smells and textures that might bother us that we avoid or have put
in strategies to help us. Use this knowledge to help your child to find their strategies too.
 Find time for sensory needs
If your child really needs to run around before concentrating, then fill their day with opportunities to work off
some energy. If a child has sensory needs that others find disturbing, such as clicking pens or tapping, then find a
behaviour that will satisfy their need whilst being acceptable to others.


The most important things to remember are;

Your child’s disorder is not a reflection on you, your parenting, your teaching ability or organisation.
Let go of blame, anger or guilt. It doesn’t help you or them.
Value the gift of a different experience parenting or teaching this child. You will look at the world differently!
Parenting or teaching a child with SPD is a marathon not a race. Set long term goals as well as short term.
No sensory solution works forever. Give it up and move on.
Embrace when it goes wrong, we all learn from mistakes.
Be guided by love and understanding. We all want to feel safe and secure.
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Book Reviews
Children with sensory processing difficulties can be very sensitive to particular
sounds or materials, or unresponsive to injuries that most children would find
painful. This practical book offers a 6 step approach to developing a successful
programme to help children cope with the sensory input they find overwhelming,
and to identify activities they may find relaxing and rewarding.
Sue Larkey draws on her experience of working with children with autism to offer
more than 30 activities using touch, sound, taste, vision and movement, and gives
advice on how to use these activities as opportunities to improve children’s
communication skills. She also provides detailed photocopiable checklists to assess
children’s sensory reactions, sleep patterns, movement and use of eye contact.
Parents, therapists and education professionals will find this workbook to be a rich
source or fun ideas for improving sensory processing in children.
The first accessible guide to examine Sensory Processing Disorder, The Out-of-Sync
Child touched the hearts and lives of thousands of families. Carol Stock Kranowitz
continues her significant work with this companion volume, which presents more than
one hundred playful activities specially designed for kids with SPD.
Each activity in this inspiring and practical book is SAFE—Sensory-motor, Appropriate,
Fun and Easy—to help develop and organize a child’s brain and body. Whether your
child faces challenges with touch, balance, movement, body position, vision, hearing,
smell, and taste, motor planning, or other sensory problems, this book presents lively
and engaging ways to bring fun and play to everyday situations.
This revised edition includes new activities, along with updated information on which
activities are most appropriate for children with coexisting conditions including
Asperger’s and autism, and more.
Does your child react strongly to noises or smells or textures that other children take in
stride? Or does he or she beg for more touch and massage, rocking until he or she is
dizzy? This child may be living with a little-known condition called sensory processing
disorder (SPD). Kids with SPD may seem unduly sensitive to physical sensations, light,
and sound, or they may seek out sensations that might make another child woozy. SPD
can make it hard for kids to concentrate in school, engage in social events, and live
peaceably with other family members. Until now, there have been only limited
resources for parents of kids with this condition, but in this book a child advocate and
child psychologist offer a comprehensive guide to parenting a child with SPD and
integrating his or her care with the needs of the entire family.
The book describes the symptoms of SPD and an overview of what it means to live
with and care for a child with the condition. It provides a range of activities that help
strengthen family relationships, improve communication, and deal with problem
situations and conditions a child with SPD may encounter. Throughout, the book stresses the importance of
whole-family involvement in the care of a child with SPD, making sure that everyone is given the attention they
need. Finally, you’ll read real-life stories providing ideas that you can put to work in your own family.
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We have some awesome volunteers and sponsors!
We would like to say thank you
for being AWESOME for AUTISM!
Want a sneaky taster of what you can expect at the silent auction during the Autism NT
Fundraising Luncheon?
Want to know which businesses have been amazingly awesome by being event sponsors?
We would like to thank;
Halikos Pty Ltd for your Platinum Sponsorship.
Elders Real Estate for your Platinum Sponsorship.
Northpharm Pty Ltd and Iron Retail Pty Ltd for your Gold Sponsorship and donation.
Snap-on Tools for your Gold Sponsorship
Argos Painting for sponsoring the reverse raffle table prizes.
Chiropractic Life for their silent auction vouchers.
Colin McDonald for an original artwork.
HPA for their donation of an Entertainment Bar Table and Bar Stools.
Pearl Galleria for their raffle prize donation.
Lake Bennett Resort for their silent auction packages and discounts for attendees.
Noelene Armstrong for a full Mental Health Training Course for auction.
MD Consulting Speech Pathology for her silent auction voucher.
OT for Kids for their silent auction prizes.
Crocodylus Park for their silent auction voucher.
Parap Day Spa for their silent auction voucher.
Nightcliff Meats for their silent auction voucher.
Lenards Nightcliff for their silent auction voucher.
Coco Loco for their silent auction item.
Nightcliff Newsagent for their silent auction vouchers.
Territory Wildlife Park for their silent auction voucher.
Glamazon for their silent auction vouchers.
Nelle Francis for their silent auction prizes.

Can you donate an auction prize, or are in a business that can?
Contact the office on autismnt@autismnt.org.au to get involved!
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Parent Support Group
Palmerston Parent/Carer Group

Darwin Parent/Carer Group

The Coffee Club, Oasis Shopping Centre
Corner of Temple Tce and Chung Wah Tce
Palmerston
Last Monday of the month

Autism NT Office, Shop 19
Nightcliff Shopping Centre,
159 Dick Ward Drive, Coconut Grove
2nd Tuesday of the month

Please check dates on Autism NT’s Facebook or Autism NT’s website as may be subject to change.
Have you got a child diagnosed on the Autism Spectrum? The NT Government have specialist ASD
Education advisers who are available to all parents and schools in the NT! Contact 08 8944 9341.

Teacher Support and
Education Information Group

Information sessions for teachers and other education professionals are held twice a term at our office in
Nightcliff, and the free membership and resource library are open to members in a professional capacity.
If you would like to speak privately, appointments are available. Please contact the office to arrange.
Please check dates on Autism NT’s Facebook or Autism NT’s website as may be subject to change.
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Are you in the NT with Defence?
Defence Special Needs Support Group (DSNSG) is an independent organisation that has co-ordinators all over
Australia to help you understand the support and services in their local areas. Email kate.batty@dsnsg.org.au.
The Defence Community Organisation (DCO) have a range of services that support families with additional needs,
whether that be children or partners. Call DCO Families line on 1800 624 608 for more details.
DCO can recognise dependants as additional needs with relevant paperwork and supporting documentation
(under 2 years old) from a medical professional (Form AC832). This helps with housing choices, visits to posting
to view schools, as well as the usual services of support and welfare DCO provide. defence.gov.au/dco/ .
New to a posting here? Child needing a tutor to catch up on subjects? Contact the REDLO at DCO for more
information on how to access up to 14 weeks tutoring per subject. 08 8935 7900
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Positive Partnerships Katherine—Bringing together school staff and parents.
Find out more about the characteristics of Autism traits and the impacts of behaviour at home and school.
Gain a better understanding of behaviour and how to put in real strategies to help.
Work with schools to plan your child’s education pathway together to maximise learning.
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